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Oct 12, 2010 (MENA News from Al-Bawaba via COMTEX) -- 

On Saturday evening, the

auditorium of the Pakistan National Council of the 

Arts was alive, kicking and

bursting with the energy of sound and sensibilities as 

a 'house full' audience

cheered, sang along, and showcased the real face of 

Pakistan.

The reason behind this extraordinary display was a 

performance by Overload, the

Pakistani Band, which bills itself as 'the loudest 

band in Pakistan.' The

concert was a tribute to Daniel Pearl titled, 'A 

Celebration of Life and Music'

organised by the Minister Counsellor for Public Affairs, US embassy, Larry

Schwartz in collaboration with the Pakistan National Council of the Arts and

part of the 'World Music Day' concerts organised around the world on his

birthday by the foundation that bears his name.

The programme began with anchorperson Tausif Haider saying a few words about the

journalist and his love for music, which prompted him to set up a foundation to

counter cultural and religious misunderstandings and build 'harmony for

humanity.' After giving some information about the band, he invited Larry

Schwartz on stage and he, in turn, welcomed the audience and hoped everyone

would enjoy the show, praising the band for its style of music, which helps to

promote the ideals of the foundation.

Paying tribute to Daniel Pearl, he said besides being a reporter he loved music

and played the guitar as well as the violin, often performing around New York.

Journalist Tom Wright (WSJ) also paid tribute to his colleague and said it was

becoming more dangerous for journalists to cover violence-based activities and

the most journalists had been killed in Pakistan (6) this past year.

Chief guest Additional Secretary for Culture, SM Tahir said Pakistan was a peace

loving nation and his ministry worked to promote this image. Catcall; whistles

and applause greeted band members Farhan (bass guitar) Mahmud Rehman (guitar)

Shiraz Siddiq (keyboard) Farhad Humayun (drums) as they came on stage and played

an introductory number before attractive vocalist, Meesha Shafi joined them to

an even louder reception. She began with the Reshma number 'chori, chori,' went

on to their other popular numbers and brought the house down with Nazia Hasans,

'Boom Boom' and the Coke Studio number that created a sensation because of the

collaboration between her and Alam Lohar, 'Jugni: 'Dum Kutkoo.' What upped the

feeling of excitement and energy was the performance by the 'dhol' (drum)

players Kala Sain and 'Sher-e-Punjab' Nasir Sain, as they joined the group,

playing their hearts out in fusion with the others. Nasir Sain's whirling stint

while playing his 'dhol' saw the audience give him a standing ovation, not once

but twice. It was a memorable evening in more ways than one. When not many

concerts are taking place on a large scale these days it was exhilarating for

those, who attended this one to get to hear 'one of the best bands in Pakistan.'

It provided an outlet for the youngsters to sing, dance and vent their feelings

in a positive manner and it provided the young at heart in the audience a chance

to be part of the modern music phenomenon that is sweeping the country. It also

showed that Pakistanis, on the whole, are a tolerant and peace loving nation

because the audience was made up of music lovers from many different walks of
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life.

The information about the band says they are a group of contemporary Pakistani

musicians, who mix eastern classical and Sufi folk beats with contemporary

rhythm and music. The band was formed by /music producer Farhad Humanun in 2003

after a casual jam session with 'dhol' players backstage at the Royal Albert

Hall in London.

Since then the band has received acclaim from music veterans; artistes; literary

figures and the general public. In 2006 Overload received the Lux Style Award.

Their debut album was the highest selling album of the year. It received

numerous awards including Indus/MTV breakthrough artiste award' Over the last

few years Overload has played at festivals and solo concerts in Japan; India;

Sri Lanka; Norway; UAE and the UK. New works by Overload are full of funky bass

grooves; soaring vocal melodies; explosive drumming; and signature pounding

beats of the 'dhol'. Their second album 'Pichal Pairee' came out in October

2009.
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